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Thank you for your comment. Your discussion will be

very helpful not only for my article but also for the next

study we started recently. We investigated outcomes of

blepharoplasty through the software Adobe Photoshop

7.0.1, the same program you mentioned.

I agree with your opinion that objective evaluation in

eye surgery is very important and calculating surgical

outcomes by using digital photos is more precise than using

a hand-held ruler. This is because the computer program of

Photoshop needs less of a learning curve than a hand-held

ruler. Evaluation of surgery outcomes by paper ruler could

yield high interobserver variation.

Regarding the term you use, ‘‘White-to-White corneal

diameter,’’ we use the corneal diameter. We think ‘‘White-

to-White corneal diameter’’ is more a precise term than

‘‘corneal diameter.’’ To convert in millimeters the variation

of the Margin Reflex Index values, you applied 11.71 mm

as the average White-to-White corneal diameter but we

used 11.45 mm.

The reason that different diameters were used in the

same Margin Reflex Index values study is that the average

real cornea diameter of Koreans is different than that for

the European population.

Our measurements were carried out for each patient by

the same observer. It might lead to better results as two or

three observers evaluated patients’ photos like in your

study.

As you mentioned, symmetry between both eyes is a

significant factor of surgical outcomes. We also consider

symmetry as an important factor and we checked interlid

MRD1 differences, interlid crease differences, and interlid

show differences in every patient in our study.

Thanks again for your kind discussion.
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